4.1. Conclusion

After analyzing the story in the previous chapter, the writer finds out the conclusion from several problems. From the story can be identified that racial discrimination is the important things that show in this movie and the writer find out that racism as the major problem that shows the discrimination in this movie.

For the form of racism, the writer has found three data which reflected relational racism, in point that Don got the racial discrimination in everyday term. The writer also found three scene data for social exclusion, in point that Don got excluded in some areas such as social society, social goods, and justice. But through the analysis, the writer cannot find the embodied racism in this movie. From this point, it definitely shows that Don got discrimination because he is a colored people and the theory form of racism is suitable for identifying the racial discrimination in this movie.

Through analysis of the data in point two, the writer found out that the character in this movie shows some response for discrimination. From all the data, mostly shows response such as try to refuse discrimination. Moreover, from this point, mostly responses are trying to determine the racism. The characters not only receive the treatment of the discriminatory, but they also give a resistance against the discrimination.
This movie also shows the effect of racism, from the previous chapter the writer found several data which shows the effect of racism such as sadness, anger and cause Don loss of his identity. And there are some moral messages in this movie, but the primary moral message in this movie is about how a good personality encourage a person to know the real of you. From several conclusion above, shows that social status not a major factor in discriminatory behavior.

4.2. Suggestion

Based on the writer experience in making the paper, the writer has a few suggestions for another writer who also want to analyze movie as media data. The first is to find the interesting topic that you want to discuss, it better to take a topic which newly happens or related to your experience or your environment. Next is make sure you determine the topic before the period of final assignment so you can know more about the topic and you can find the right film which suitable for your topic. Last analysis carefully the problem which you discuss on your paper.

Additionally, for Bina Sarana Informatika University, the writer hopes in order to further increase the scope of the theory of English study program lecturers in Repository BSI, so the next researcher can easily get the proper theory. Because the writer had difficulty in finding theory in the last five years.

The last, through this paper the writer hopes many people will encourage their perception about the different of people, realizes that everyone in this world is the same and have equality of rights. So we can make this world be better.